One of the promising sectors that bring high income to the national economy is tourism, which is one of the most dynamically developing sectors of the world economy. The comprehensive development of tourism is becoming a great source of income for many countries.

Since the tourism sector has become one of the most important economic sectors of today, many countries of the world are implementing all measures to further develop this sector, create the appropriate infrastructure at the level of world standards in this regard and increase the flow of tourists. In our country, this area is developing consistently.

The region, located in the central part of our country, has received a mountain with a history of hos, favorable climatic conditions and beautiful nature, and is very favorable for the development of Mountain Tourism. In the Aydar Armasoy lake system, seasonal desert tourism in ravishg is improving. Also in the region there are huge opportunities and conditions for the development of gastronomic tourism.

For example, Zomin, high mountains in the Velvet districts, ancient villages of Forish, petroglyphs in the mountain range, the world of unique fauna, the famous sumsa and plov of Jizzakh, zamin tandir, Zamin honey,Bakhmal's apple, Forish grapes, Mirzachul water and water melon attract local and foreign tourists.
In particular, on March 29, a number of tasks were set out at a video session held under the chairmanship of the head of state on the “rapid development of the tourism potential of our country”. At this meeting, the work carried out by the president in the field of tourism in our country today was recognized and, at the same time, additional opportunities for the development of tourism were outlined.

Total value during the last period of this year

244.4 crore.22 projects (2 hotels, 8 tourism resorts, 2 tourist treatment wellness complexes, 1 Hostel, 3 family guest houses, 1 rental hostel, 4 catering and 1 motel) were launched, creating 180 new jobs.

Today, the number of residences in the province is 250, of which 29 mehonkhas (with 1,118 rooms) have 20 campsites (with 717 rooms), 164 family guest houses (with 1,436 rooms), 17 hostels (with 351 rooms), 11 restrooms (with 1,372 rooms) and 9 sanatoriums (with 1,352 rooms) have total seating their number was increased to (6,526).
During 2023, 3 companies were established and 15 new tourmarshruts were developed. The number of companies increased to 20 with an increase to 20, in proportion to the period established in 2022.

While 12.8 thousand foreign tourists visited the Jizzakh region during 2022, 102.9 thousand foreign tourists visited it during 2023 (8 months). By the end of the year, the visit of foreign tourists will be brought to 140mln residents.

31mln by attracting 140mln foreign tourists to our region in 2023. In order to carry out the export of dollar tourism services, a 5-day March 7-star tourism ring ("tourist Triangle") has been developed to bring foreign and domestic visitors to regions with high tourism potential.

In particular, in order to further support domestic tourism and provide facilities for foreign tourists, from October 17, 2022, the high-speed afrosiyob electropod on the Tashkent-Samarkand — Tashkent route No. 764/763 began to stop at the “Dashtabad station” in Zomin district.

The high mountains of the Jizzakh region, Zominsky district, unique nature, beautiful waterfalls attract tourists. Zomin district has a tourism potential called Switerzland of Uzbekistan. Today, an airport has been built and put into operation in the Zomin district, and now flights are scheduled for local flights to Tashkent, Samarkand, Bukhara regions.
It should be noted here that more than five thousand foreign tourists per year live mainly in the “Khanbandi” waterfall, which dates back many years in the past, the unique fauna and flora in the Nurota Reserve, Historical monuments around the reserve (among the most important molars are Tikchasoy in the Forish district, Asrafsoy, Andegensoy, Majrumsoy, petroglyphs in Hayatsoy. The Remains of, the roots are visiting kawagi to watch several thousand-year-old Eastern Cypress (fir) tree, which can accommodate 4-5 people.

Also located in the Aydar-Arnasoy Lakes system area of Forish, the “Oxus Adventure” recreation area has 10 Finnish-style houses, 10 auntic yurts, and can accommodate around 100 tourists.

It is here that one of the largest water bodies of our republic, with its nature, flora and fauna, can easily be seen the open areas of Aydarkol with its own characteristics. Camel rides, camel milk treatments, fishing in the designated area, and boating services are also provided

This systematic work on the development of the tourism sector in the region, in turn, increases the economy of our country, currency revenues, increases the investment attractiveness of the New Uzbekistan, is also important in creating new jobs, improving the income and living standards of the population.